Signing up and accessing Twitter

1. Follow your interests.

2. Hear what people are talking about.

3. Join the conversation.

See what’s happening in the world right now

Join Twitter today.

Phone or email

Password

Get started

Have an account? Log in
Check your e-mail and confirm your Twitter account
Selecting a Handle (username)

- Include Credentials
- Institution Independent
- Specialty Specific

Slide adapted from @CAHarrisMD
J Chris Winters MD
@FPMRSMD
Chairman, Department of Urology
Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center

Angie Smith
@angiesmith_uro
Follows you
mom, wife, foodie, musician, @GoHeels & @steelers fan, urologist & health services researcher ...

Una Lee
@Dr_UnaLee
Follows you
Urologist/urogynecologist
@VirginiaMason specializing in
incontinence #prolapse #pelvicfloor...

Leslie Rickey
@LeslieRickeyMD
Associate Professor, Yale Urology and Obstetrics/Gynecology, Female Pelvic Medicine & Reconstructive Surgery
Writing a Bio

- Identify Position
- Affiliations
- Outside Interests
- Research/Journals

@RenaMalikMD

Slide adapted from @CAHarrisMD
garylemack
@glemack  Follows you
Professor of Urology, Program Director in Urology and FPMRS, UT Southwestern. Rabid Boston sports enthusiast.

W. Stuart Reynolds
@reynolds_ws  Follows you
Assistant Professor, Department of Urologic Surgery, Female Pelvic Medicine & Reconstructive Surgery, Vanderbilt...

Kathleen Kobashi
@KKseattle
Head, Section of Urology and Renal Transplantation @VMUrology; Director, Pelvic Floor Center; PD Urology...

Amanda Chung
@AmandaSJChung  Follows you
Urological Surgeon, PhD candidate USyd. Past GURS Fellow EVMS. Loves travel. Sharing news in health, SoMe, urology, tech, life. Opinions my own....
Anatomy of a Tweet

Handle

Tweet

Congratulations to our new Executive Committee members-at-large Dr. Howard Goldman, Dr. Stuart Reynolds @reynolds_ws Dr. Anne Cameron @AnnePCameron!!!

1:00 PM - 1 Feb 2018

2 Retweets 26 Likes

Reply

Retweet

Like

Direct Message

Slide adapted from @alexcsmall
Orienting to Twitter

Your info

Your timeline: a stream of tweets you have chosen to follow on Twitter

Suggestions on who to follow
Tweet: microblog consisting of 140 characters or less

Retweet: rebroadcasting of tweet to another user’s followers

Hashtag: Descriptors that allow sorting and filtering of content

Following: Following another user will allow their tweets to automatically show up in your news feed

Reply: Respond to a user’s tweet.

Like: Click to show you like a user’s tweet. This will be listed under your profile on Likes
Direct Message: A way to privately message another user.

Notifications: Displays account activity i.e. new followers, retweets, mentions, likes

Home page: Refreshes your home page

Moments: customized curated stories showcasing the best of what's happening on Twitter

Mention: Utilize the @ button to mention another Twitter user in your post.